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"GLOBAL FASHION PHENOMENON"

Dear Festival at Sea Friends & Family,
 
Welcome to the first edition of Fashion Week at Sea Magazine! 
 
Today we make history as we establish the first fashion magazine for an annual cruise charter. We are so proud to
charter a new course for the visual representation of black culture and camaraderie onboard the nation’s first African
American cultural cruise. 
 
My passion for fashion is fueled by my ability to use clothes as a vestibule for artistic expression. The fabrics, colors,
stitching and spirit of my collections are influenced by my emotions, experiences, and surrounding environments.
Fashion is art, and my art is fueled by my own human experience.
 
I created this magazine to provide people-of-color with a platform to exemplify the beauty and magic of Black fashion.
African Americans have always been the source of innovation in the fashion world. Our creative styling, dexterous use
of color and willingness to push the envelope are the foundations for the fashion world we know today. 
 
Festival at Sea has always been a forum for representing black fashion. Every year my staff and I coordinate an entire
fashion program dedicated to representing Afrocentric fashion onboard. FAS features an African Attire theme night to
give passengers a chance to visually represent their cultural heritage. Families dress from head-to-toe in their best
African Attire to celebrate their roots during the most popular formal night at sea. Some passengers need inspiration,
so I feature a small boutique onboard where passengers can purchase custom made garments from my collections. 
 
During African Attire night, our team hosts the annual Fashion Week at Sea Runway show. Selected FAS passengers of
all ages, heights, origins, and sizes get an opportunity to model my collection. It is rewarding to see people from all
walks-of-life wear my art and feel empowered as they rip-the-runway in front of other passengers.
 
This year we asked all of you to visualize yourself in Afrocentric styles and to submit a photo of your best African
Attire outfit. We were inspired by the tremendous response and the gorgeous representations of black fashion.
 
In this magazine you will see my Top 20 Picks from our recent African Attire campaign 2020. For those of you who did
not make the Top 20, we included your photos in our slides-show to acknowledge your art. We want to send a special
thanks to everyone who participated in our virtual Fashion Week at Sea efforts.
 
Get ready to see an explosive mix of African-infused cultural fashion from participants around the world! Enjoy the
magazine and I hope to see you onboard next year.

Sincerely,

Dr. Marilyn Walker
FAS Fashion Director

M A R I L Y N  W A L K E R ' S



BIO

About 
Me

DR.  MARILYN WALKER

Dr. Marilyn Francis Walker, Doctor of Humanity, Master of
Project Management and Bachelor of Arts of Business
Management and Speech Communication landed in New
York City in 1976 by way of Trinidad and Tobago where she
was raised by Lloyd and Josephine Francis, her biological
parents. After dedicating 35 years to two major United
States Financial institutions, it all came to an abrupt end
after she revisited her homeland in 2013 in search of
finding her true purpose in life. Realizing the lack for free
creative expression in her current position as a Financial
Analyst, Marilyn retired in 2013 and escaped to a world
where she has the freedom to unleash her fashion soul to
the world. Here she lives life with no rules, no boundaries
and is free to express herself creatively by blending three
of her passions: fashion, travel and service.  
 
Marilyn earned her doctorate in humanity and received her
501(C) 3 status which allowed her to become the Founder
and CEO of the International Transformation Institute for
Humanity, a nonprofit organization. Through her
C.H.A.N.G.E program, Dr. Walker is actively empowering
youths who have aged out of the foster care system and
who are not academically inclined, giving them an
opportunity for entrepreneurship through hands-on
creative learning. In June 2015, she also opened her MFD
Fashion Boutique, in Ft. Washington, MD.
 
In 2018, Marilyn started her latest venture, Full Circle Real
Estate Investment, LLC,. Full Circle is a real estate
investment company that currently covers Nevada and
Maryland. And, if that is not enough Dr. Walker is the
published author of a book, 'Discovering Your True Identity
in the midst of Bullying, Abuse and Love with action steps
to healing and Transformation'.  Part memoir and part self-
help, Dr. Marilyn Francis Walker sets in motion her path to
becoming an international speaker specializing in healing
and Transformation. Marilyn uses her sustainable action
steps as outlined in her book to help others manage abuse
of all kinds, bullying and toxic work environments. She has
also made herself available to make special appearances at
Book Club events, ministers at women and youth prisons,
and speaks at shelters to victims of domestic abuse.
 
As the Owner of MFD Fashion Boutique and Marie Francis
Designs, Marilyn creates fashion for the FREE-spirited
fashion role model regardless of age, size, sex, height,
origin or size. Marilyn’s fashion aesthetic is a mix of various
cultures and fabrics that span across the globe to include
Africa with an influence of India, Asia, London, Europe and
the Caribbean.



Her inspiration came from her mom who was a plus size
woman. She never complained or made her size a point of
discussion. Marilyn's mom was a confidently fashionable
and saucy woman who owned her size and gave life to
whatever she designed and made for herself to wear.
Fashion has always been a part of the Francis family
lifestyle. Marilyn made her first outfit in her teenage years
when she turned her frustration into creation when she
could not have an outfit made for her to attend an event. 
That was only the beginning. She designed, cut and made
her first pant suit in one day and wore it confidently to that
special event. 

As a self-taught designer and seamstress, Marilyn believes
that fashion inspiration can be found in everything and in
everyone. In particular, she focuses on the outdoors,
observing the seasonal changes, paying special attention to
colors and see how they tie into the colors and mix of
fabrics. To Marilyn, fashion is not just about the clothes, it
is also about the fit, the personality, the confidence and the
attitude of the person wearing it. Marilyn believes fashion
should be an extension of one’s personality. The entire
fashion package when created, speaks for itself allowing
the fashion role model to enjoy their own sense of style as
their Fashion Story is told without one word being spoken. 
Marilyn’s favorite fashion moment is when a fashion role
model's confidence explodes at the right fit, and they feel
like they are on top of the world. That feeling is
everything…it is your red-carpet moment. 
 
Since retirement, Marilyn has participated in various
cultural events that include the Black Caucus and
Ubiquitous Hair show in Washington, DC, African Arts
Festival in Chicago, Illinois, Tobago Fashion Week and
Trinidad and Tobago Pan African Festival commemorating
Emancipation. She also attends New York Fashion Week,
Sando Fashion Week in Trinidad, West Indies, and Miss
Fashion Week DMV held in Rockville, Maryland. In addition,
Marilyn has produced her own fashion event at the
Serengeti Art Gallery and studio and at the National Harbor
in Maryland.
 
Dr. Walker believes in giving back and is an active
participant in various community outreach endeavors
including breast cancer and Help-the-Homeless initiatives.
Marilyn has been a member of Ebenezer AME Church in
Fort Washington, Maryland since 2006. She is also a
member of the African and African American Ancestry
ministry and the Daughters of Anna prayer ministry.
Marilyn had the opportunity to participate in the rebuilding
efforts after Hurricane Katrina as a volunteer with Habitat
for Humanity. She is a member of the University of
Maryland mentoring program.   In October 2018, Marilyn
cancelled her Trinidad Fashion Week event to give alms to
flood victims in Greenville and Oropune areas affected by
the natural disaster of flooding.

In addition to being a self-taught seamstress and fashion
designer, Marilyn enjoys being a fashion role model, and is
an avid reader and music lover with a deeper passion for
sewing, traveling and cooking. Married with children,
Marilyn maintains bi-coastal residences in Oakland, CA. and
Fort Washington, MD.

Marilyn is Founder and Executive Producer of Fashion
Week at Sea and is currently hosted by Blue World Travel.
This event is performed onboard Festival at Sea which
provides a platform for her designs to be exhibited for the
world to see and experience.





Marilyn's Staff
FASHION WEEK AT  SEA

Tracey joined the Festival at Sea
Family in 2015 after being invited by a
good friend who had been sailing for
10 years with Blue World Travel. Her
first day on the ship she found the
the Fashion Boutique at Sea, and
inside it was such a warm and inviting
atmosphere that she found herself
stopping by every day.  Tracey signed
up to be a model for Fashion Week at
Sea as something new and different
while on the ship. That sign up turned
into her supporting the fashion team
during rehearsals, fittings, and
helping with the show's coordination.
Tracey saw the vision of the team
and was proud to be a part of the
magic that was being created. As a
woman who has a love of fashion
and all things shopping, this has been
the perfect place for Tracey to
connect, experiment and push the
envelope way beyond her comfort
zone. As one of the members of
Marilyn's Glam team, she really
enjoys watching the models blossom
into True Divas. She  helps fit them in
garments that make them feel royal,
regal and sophisticated.

Ann Marie George was born in
Trinidad and Tobago in the town of
Arima. She is a well-rounded and
well-travelled dancer/artiste. Ann
Marie was formally introduced to
dance by her older sisters who
needed a last  minute fill-in for their
Best Village group competition. It
took another seven years before she
reappeared on the “Big Stage”. Her
12-year journey began with traveling
and representing Trinidad and
Tobago in Japan, Monaco, Canada,
London, the USA, and the Caribbean,
performing with one of Trinidad and
Tobago’s most established Theatre
companies and teaching at several
schools throughout the country. Ann
Marie went on to study Dance and
Theatre under Dr Efebo Wilkinson,
Carol La Chapelle, Julia Edwards, Sat
and Mondira   Balkaransingh, Louis
Mc Williams and the late Felix
Harrington and Astor Johnson.

TRACEY
TALBERT

A N N  M A R I E  
G E O R G E

J A C Q U E L I N E
S H I R L E Y

Jacqueline Shirley and her husband
Dave have enjoyed sailing on
Festival at Sea for the past five
years. Jacqueline hails from
Brooklyn New York originally, but
now resides in Connecticut. She is a
public speaker, freelance writer
and spoken word artist who has
served as Fashion Week At Sea’s
Host for 4 years. Her knack for
meeting the models on board at
the first rehearsal on Sunday and
memorizing all of their names by
show time on Wednesday evening
is amazing! She truly values the
lasting relationships she has forged
with all the awesome Fashion Week
At Sea participants.



Marilyn's Staff
FASHION WEEK AT  SEA

Born Keron Cadette to parents Dianne
and Cedric Cadette in Port of Spain in
1991, the multi-talented music
producer/songwriter/DJ grew up in
South Trinidad in the rural community
of Mayaro. The 27-year-old, who first
started DJ-ing on his uncle Vilbert
Mitchells, turn tables at the tender age of
10, has already toured and performed
alongside several of the Caribbean
region’s top soca acts. He has appeared
alongside Trinidadian starlet Nailah
Blackman, Barbadian Marzville,
Trinidad Ghost and New York-based
Trinidad-born performer Cali Gray.
Selectah Kern is currently on air in
Trinidad on Radio 104.7 More FM. When
he’s not on radio he’s in studio. Kern is
the writer and producer of Cali Gray’s
new single “Got Gyal Army”. He also
created the Cali Riddim in 2017 that
featured Jamaican Dance Hall star
Macka Diamond, Cali Gray and Nelly
Cottoy.

Cali, Born Calika Grayson, is from Port
of Spain, Trinidad,. She continuously
pushes the envelope with sexually
charged female empowering lyrical
messages in her unique crossover
soca/dancehall/pop  style. Based in New
York, Cali brings a global perspective to
Caribbean music. The talented vocalist
has released several successful soca
and crossover singles including:
"HotGyal Army",“Wicked”, “D Goods”,
“Happy”, "All Over", “Rum Power,” 
 “Move” and “Ah Love It”. Cali Gray was
also the first Caribbean-born act to be
booked for the popular Festival at Sea
cruise. She shared the stage with US
R&B stars Anthony Hamilton, Kirk
Franklin , Charlie Wilson and En Vogue. 

S E L E C H T A H  
K E R N

C A L I  
G R A Y

Opening the High School Africa, India
& Asia themed fashion show as an
African dancer led to Ja'red's path to
becoming involved in Fashion. As a
teen Millers' siblings would say "I don't
know why you don't model".
Disregarding their statements, he
chose to establish a career in music, 
youth leadership, business, computer
systems and culinary arts. Fast
forward years later and Miller is a part
of Fashion Week at Sea. He was given
an opportunity by Dr. Marilyn Walker
who was attentive to his archived
niche and asked him to come on board
as staff.

J A ' R E D
 M I L L E R



Marilyn's Family
FASHION WEEK AT  SEA

Skylar Marie Webb affectionately
known as Sky is a 13-year old, rising
8th grader who attends John Hanson
Middle School located in Waldorf,
Maryland. Skylar is Marilyn's
granddaughter. She is a multi-
talented young lady by her abilities to
sing in the children’s choir at
Ebenezer AME Zion church in Fort
Washington, Maryland. She is an
esteemed and proud member of
Daughters of Esther mentoring
program in Waldorf, Maryland. This
program lasts 10 months and it’s
primary focus is to mentor young
girls aged 5 to 26 years old. They
focus on the areas of confidence,
self-esteem, etiquette and leadership
skills to prepare them to be the
queens they have been designed to
be for the future. Sky also is a proud
Cadette member of Girl Scout troop
6771. She is a brilliant honor student
who is an active member of her
dance, cheerleading and modeling
team. 

Kimberly Michelle Webb is the
daughter of Fashion Week at Sea
Director, Marilyn Walker. Kim loves
to mentor children and at-risk
youths.  Her role as a mentor began
over 10 years ago. Kim graduated
college with a Bachelors’ degree in
Criminal Justice and a minor in
Political Science and French. She is
working diligently to attain a career
where she can use her bilingual
language and career experience to
attain her dream job as a French
Ambassador. Kim currently enjoys
working as a paralegal specialist for
the Department of Labor in
Washington, DC. Kimberly enjoys
shopping, reading, and traveling on
road trips across the United States
and Canada. She enjoys spending
time as a mom with her daughter
and her dog in southern Maryland.

S K Y L A R
M A R I E  W E B B

K I M B E R L Y
M I C H E L L E  W E B B
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20
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D R .  M A R I L Y N  W A L K E R ' S

CURATED FROM FESTIVAL AT SEA
PASSENGERS AROUND THE WORLD



1
Roxbury, MA

Age: 30

"Pain is beauty and beauty is pain."

– Magalie Louissaint (Mom)

Inspirational quote:

Tell us about yourself:

Boston based artist by way of New York, I
would consider myself a multifaceted
creative in the arts. From being involved in
music as a singer, songwriter, dancer and
creative director to creating platforms for
artists  through my organization "SIDE"
(@sidepresents  on IG) I have managed to
merge my passion for all the avenues of the
arts that bring me joy. Honing in on my
talents and business education at Berklee
College of Music, I  gained the respect of
professors which helped me land a
position  as faculty at my alma-mater. This
also gave me a large role in producing some
of the grander shows the college has set
forth  to date. With experience as a creative
director for one of the largest Jazz festivals, I
found my strength in leading and organizing
which is encompassed  in my vision and
mission for all of my personal and business
ventures. 

Black fashion means trend-setting to me. It is
no secret that culturally, Black/African
American culture has set the bar and the
standard for what is popular, including but
not limited to Fashion. Black Fashion is not
timid nor flat. Black Fashion in itself is a bold
and robust statement.

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Therlande Louissaint



Inspirational quote:

"Wearing my authentic African garb,
makes me feel like a queen. Standing tall

wearing my crown."

– Geraldine Robinson

Geraldine Robinson

2
Duluth, GA

Age: 65

I was born and raised in Philadelphia. Then I
moved to Sicklerville, NJ where I raised my
children. I am now retired living in the Metro
Atlanta area. Although I spent my career at
the US Postal Service, I have also been a
certified travel agent for almost 30 years. I
have two children & five grandchildren. My
family loves to travel too. We were on our
Thanksgiving cruise when this picture was
taken. In fact, my son has been stuck in
Ghana since March due to the Coronavirus.
He’s enjoying his time there and helping
arrange a family trip to Ghana in the near
future.

Tell us about yourself:

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

I always believe in expressing my African
heritage thru dress. What you wear is an
expression of your personality. African
jewelry made with natural items, shells,
beads & wood is unique and beautiful. In the
80’s, I wore kente cloth & decorated my
house with it. Black is beautiful!



3
Germantown MD

Age: 50

"African attire is uniquely crafted with
queens and kings in mind."

– Bonita Best

Inspirational quote:

Tell us about yourself:

I earned a Doctorate in Business
Administration and have helped other
working-adult students with their academic
and professionals goals. I also mentor
individuals at my Alma Maters and within the
workplace. Regardless of where I am in life, I
assist clients, friends, students, coworkers,
family members, and others with guidance,
insight and expertise. Outside of mentorship.
I am a professional model and actor. I am also
a member of the Black Mystique, a brand
ambassador for Virginia Cathey Collections,
and have walked in many fashion shows in
New York, DC-Metro Area, Georgia and
Florida. You may have seen my appearance in
Nike's Dream With Us commercial, Oprah
Winfrey Network's   (OWN) TV Drama called
"David Makes Man", several independent
films and a few music videos.

Black, in general, symbolizes power, elegance,
authority, and sophistication. Black fashion
means that a designer considered the
various shapes and sizes of their targeted
audience. Black designers have influenced
fashion and culture; reflect back to the
Harlem Renaissance, Civil Rights Movement,
Motown, Hip-Hop, and today with Black Lives
Matter Movement. Black fashion set trends
and made statements without words.

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Bonita Best



"Fashion does not come from the outside
but rather from the inner beauty which

radiates through every piece of garment
you wear."

– Jade Wiltshire

4

Page 20

Trinidad & Tobago

Age: 20

My name is Jade Wiltshire and I am a 20 year
old model, designer, caterer, mentor and
student. I am from the country of Trinidad
and Tobago. I have a burning passion and
love for my culture of Carnival, Steel pan and
Soca Music. During the Carnival season I am
also a flag woman and soon to be a Mas band
designer. At the moment I am still attending
school where I am studying medicine. Last
year 2019 I received a youth award for the
emerging designer of the year and I am so
proud to have showcased my designs in
many local events. I pray that the Almighty
Father would continue to bless me and open
many more opportunities as I grow.

Black Fashion means to inspire. Inspire to
create clothing from fabrics that are hand
woven and dyed into colours that
represent peace, love and unity. The
threads are meant to blend each culture
as one. One people, one nation, one
WORLD.

Tell us about yourself:

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Inspirational quote: Jade Wiltshire



"The more knowledgeable the Afro
Caribbean woman becomes about herself,

her style and her culture, the more
attractive her personality becomes."

– AnnMarie Briggs
Trinidad & Tobago

Age: 28

Tell us about yourself:

I’m Ann-Marie Briggs 28, I reside in the beautiful
twin island Republic of Trinidad and Tobago.  My
6 year old son, Aiden is the light of my life and my
inspiration. I am a Business Entrepreneur, swim
wear designer, an upcoming DJ along with my
achievements as a model.   I am the former
reigning Triple International Pageant Titleholder,
holding the prestigious Miss Face of the World
International Pageant held in Birmingham 2017-
2018 along with the Miss Commonwealth
European Atlantic and Miss Commonwealth
Caribbean 2017-2018.   I love nature and I
definitely enjoy fun outdoor activities.  I am proud
to have an African Heritage and I feel the
strength of my Ancestors coursing through my
veins constantly reminding me to be the best
version of myself and to never give up.

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Inspirational quote:

5

Ann Marie Briggs

Black Fashion to me is a means for our people
to express themselves and their talents. It is a
means to show that the uniqueness of African
Heritage is a direct factor in the way we
express fashion. It shows the colorful and
multi-faceted aspects of African Culture and
naturally includes the use of colors and
unique prints, inspired by our lives. 



Inspirational quote:

"African [Black] fashion publicly displays
our complicated past that threads the

fabric of African American culture."

– Charles Gregory Ivey

I am a native Philadelphian, born of African
American southern parents who migrated
from Augusta, GA to Philadelphia in the
1940's to improve their livelihood. My
parents delivered on that expectation and
managed to raise me and my four siblings.
My two brothers and I earned seats at
Philadelphia's Central High School for boys, a
public magnet school for college bound
students. My interest in clothing started
when I was about 11 years old when my
father said "If you do not like the clothes that
I bought you, then get a job and you can buy
and wear anything you want!." Within days I
had a job at a nearby corner store, and often
found myself in Center City, window
shopping and making clothing purchases. 

Tell us about yourself:

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

I believe that how one dresses, among
many things, reflects one's personality,
profession, perspectives, and even status,
without saying a word. When considering
Black fashion, I seek authenticity blended
with a little contemporary flare. My wife
and daughter simply say "...Dad you just
have a LOUD personality." More
importantly I like to support Black artists
and tailors. In my small way I am
encouraging black entrepreneurship,
innovation, and artistry. My talents lie
elsewhere, but as a retiree, it brings me
joy to witness our Black youth thrive and
be happy, be it in fashion or any other
endeavor.

Fairfax, VA

Age: 66

6

Charles Ivey



Inspirational quote:

“Culture does not make people. People
make culture. If it is true that the full

humanity of women is not our culture,
then we can and must make it our culture.”

-Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

Tell us about yourself:

I am  an Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health
Administration at New York University’s
Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public
Service. My current position is as Executive
Director of the Catholic Health Services of
Long Island (CHSLI) population health
management entity, CHS Physician Partners.
In this role, I manage the administration,
operations and performance of the health
system’s $15M value-based contract portfolio
which impacts over 160,000 New Yorkers. My
passion is to eliminate health inequities and
improve health care outcomes particularly for
low income, elderly and disabled populations.

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Black fashion is a deeply personal expression
of who we are; a beautifully complex and
diverse diaspora of different shades, religions
and cultural backgrounds. As a second-
generation American born to a Haitian father
and Guyanese Indian mother, I was exposed
to different types of fashion. As a result, my
style celebrates colorful palettes, statement
pieces and beauty in modesty.A combination
of traditional Indian jewelry and Haitian-made
head wraps have become my new norm.
Because of my mixed race heritage, black
fashion for me is not singular but rather
multifaceted and ever evolving. 

7

Asha Cesar

Queens, NY

Age: 30



"We are sexy and fabulous in our African
Attire  showing our heritage and culture."

– Deborah Milner

Inspirational quote:

Tell us about yourself:

I am happily single and a blessed Christian.
Recently, I Retired as a Public High School
Teacher of 38 years, teaching children with
special needs. During my career I also
managed a High School Yearbook,
moderated Student Government Council,
Moderated the National Honor Society and
Coached Cheerleaders. I am a proud Mother
of three daughters and one son, and a
Grandmother of two young men and five
lovely little ladies. I love to travel, listen to
music, dance and play bid whist. I am a
member of the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Incorporated where I pledged on the Historic
Campus of   Bethune Cookman University,
located in Daytona Beach, Florida - Go
Wildcats!

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

African American Fashion invokes our
personality along with our individuality.
African fashion dates back to our ancestors
and has been recreated many times. Over
the decades we have seen many forms of
style, color schemes and bold creativity. I love
the many trends and the never ending styles,
and fabrics from the different countries in 
Africa. The attire in my photo is from the
West African Country of Senegal.

Deborah Milner

8
Bronx, NY

Age: 65



9
Oakland, CA

Age: 59 & 51

"Fashion is the Armor to Survive the
Reality of Everyday Life."

– Bill Cunningham

Inspirational quote:

Tell us about yourself:

The Carrington’s (Willie and Andreya) are
from Oakland, California, and have been
traveling with FAS since 2017. Willie enjoys his
profession as an Operating Engineer, Local 3,
and Andreya is passionate about a future
career in Social Work after she completes her
master’s degree on November 15, 2020. The
Carrington’s have four loving and successful
children, four beautiful grandchildren, and
two Shih-Tzu puppies whom they genuinely
adore. In their spare time, they are attentive
to their 97-year-old grandmother and they
enjoy spending time with family and friends.
Weather permitting, it’s nothing for The
Carrington’s to take a ride through the
country on their Harley Davidson
motorcycles. Despite COVID 19, they have
been blessed to remain healthy and continue
giving back to the community. Oh, and they
love down-home Southern Cooking or a
crunchy Taco, Chile Verde, and Margarita
from an authentic Mexican restaurant. Most
importantly, they are a God-fearing couple
who always places HIM first.

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Willie Carrington

Andreya Carrington

Black Fashion is beauty written a thousand
times over, self-expressed in cherry,
checkered, fabric print. Black Fashion is
rebuilding a stolen culture, black love held in
holy matrimony. Black Fashion is a statement
yelled from the highest treetops, reclaiming
our intra-personal identities. Black Fashion is
us!



"African attire gives us a way to show
homage and celebrate the heritage of our

beautiful culture." 

– LaKeita King

Inspirational quote:

I am a 32 year old wife and mother of 2
amazing   young Kings Marlon II and Mason
King. I am also a small business owner with
businesses in real estate, as well as the
cannabis industry. I enjoy traveling and
creating opportunities in markets and
segments that benefit women and African
American  ownership. The biggest goals I
have are to establish generational wealth and
establish generational knowledge as a
foundation for our children. I want them to
know where we've come from and fully
understand it, embrace it, and learn from it.

Tell us about yourself:

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Black fashion is more than just the traditional
American brands we wear, create, and
endorse. Black Fashion symbolizes culture. I
say that because history as well, as the
present proves that fashion endorsements
by African Americans quickly spread the
hottest trend. We continue to lead the way in
fashion despite the "normality" of what
runways and magazines publicize. I believe
that we can and will start incorporating some
of our heritage designs and patterns into
today's styles. This will not only display our
culture  and creativity, but more importantly,
our dominance in the fashion industry.

LaKeita King

10
Edmond, OK

Age: 32



11
Destin, FL

Age: 56

"African Attire exudes royalty, radiance,
resilience and says I'm a proud African not

because I was born in Africa...but Africa
was born in me."

– Elecia James

Inspirational quote:

Tell us about yourself:

I am a dynamic motivational speaker, Julliard
trained musician, bestselling author, 30 year
veteran educator and a proud member of Zeta
Phi Sorority Incorporated. As the Principal and
former Chief of Staff of The National Council of
Women, I dedicated the majority of my time
educating and empowering girls and young
women of color globally. My career highlights
include: Keynote Speaker for The
Congressional Caucus of Black Girls and
Women Conference; The Black Attorney’s
National Convention and Host of Dr. Boyce
Watkins” Your Black Education Series, Fair Girls
International “Thrive to Soar” program. I was
born of Jamaican parents in White Plains, New
York and I refer to myself as a “Jamerican” I
really enjoy travel, singing, dancing, reading,
cooking, personal styling, dressing up and just
plain good old-fashioned fun! My husband and
I currently reside in sunny Florida!

I define Black Fashion as a representation of
who you are inside and out. It's how you
present yourself to the world unapologetically!
We bring it no matter what the occasion is!

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Elecia James



"The more you know of your history, the
more liberated you are.” 

– Maya Angelou
Los Angeles, CA

Age: 66 & 68

James is a retired Project Manager & Systems
Analyst and Jackie is a retired Certified Nurse-
Practitioner. We are the co-directors of J&J
Soulfulsteps, a soul line dance group. We met
on the dance floor 44 years ago. Now we are
the parents of two and the grandparents of
three. Recently James and I were recognized
by the UC Star Awards as line dance
Choreographers of the Year for the West.
Annually, we participate by leading soul line
dancing for campaigns like Breast Cancer
Awareness, American Diabetes Run/Walk,
American Heart Association, Go Red 4
Women, Taste of Soul L.A., Alzheimers
Association and the MS Society. James and I
love Festival at Sea and have participated in
at least 16 cruises. We got our start by soul
line dancing with FAS’s Belinda Haywood. As
of now the both of us love teaching soul line
dancing through Kaiser Hospital’s Thrive
Program and via YouTube Live

We believe that our African-Inspired fashion
is a profound way of expressing our pride of
Blackness and honoring our dynamic
culture.  Worshiping at First AME Church LA,
our former pastor, Rev. Cecil Chip Murray,
engulfed our religious experience by
incorporating various Afrocentric rituals and
culture.   It was always an environment in
which African attire was welcomed and
encouraged.

Inspirational quote:

Tell us about yourself:

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

12
James Edward Rice

Jacqueline Anita Rice



"Black Fashion Tells Your Story."

– Unknown

Tell us about yourself:

My name is Joshua Humphrey. I am a graduate
of St. James Secondary School located in the St.
James district of Port-of-Spain, Trinidad and
Tobago.  I am a model, dancer and an athlete. I
enjoy playing volleyball and professionally play
for Westside Stars in the Diego Martin area of
Trinidad.  I also enjoy playing basketball.  I have
been modeling for the past three years and I
plan to continue striving in my
accomplishments to become an international
model. Additionally, I am currently a freelance
model and a brand ambassador for Detour
Stores.   I am an only child to my wonderful
parents. One important thing about me is that
I try to inspire others and be a leader to the
youths of our nation. I am a friendly and caring
individual who does not settle for mediocre
but pushes myself to be the best in everything I
do. I love to travel and have visited many
countries embracing and enjoying the various
cultures.

What does black fashion
 mean to you?

Black Fashion is to walk a runway with
pride and dignity.

13
Joshua Humphrey

Trinidad & Tobago

Age: 25

Inspirational quote:



I started dancing over 30 years ago as a
regular on the famous television show,
Soul  Train, (1972 – 1974) dancing with
partner Jeffrey Daniel, who is the lead
singer of the Shalamar group.I am known
as “Dee Dee” and I  love  to dance and
teach others. Over time I have taken
lessons from well known instructors in
foxtrot, rumba and tango from Mike Kukus
of Hollywood. I also took classes in West
Coast Swing from Doug Endo, who was an
instructor for 30 years. I have been
teaching Urban Ballroom since 2003,
starting out with Mike Tyus.  I have been
teaching Ballroom on Festival At Sea since
2005. I'm also an accomplished line dance
Instructor teaching at the South Bay Mall
each week (lots of fun). I will teach you in
classes, on the dance floor in a club or
outside. My passion is to dance and teach
others this beautiful art.

Tell us about yourself:

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Black fashion is a way of introducing yourself
without having to say a word. You can tell the
whole world about your personality just by
the type of clothes you wear. It provides us
with a creative outlet that we can constantly
change and improve. It also means to be
confident, bold, classy, and represent the
Queen I am!

"When you don't dress like everyone else,
you don't have to think like everybody else." 

-Iris Apfel

Inspirational quote: Eddicia J. Elijah

14
Carson, CA

Age: 62
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"Unique and Different is the next
generation of Beautiful."

-Unknown

Inspirational quote:

Born and raised in Boston, Ramadani has
retired from the Boston Police Department
after 37 years of service, and is now working
on his Artistic side (Music). I continue to work
full time for the City of Boston in the capacity
of helping Low Income Families  obtain
permanent and safe housing. Another
important part of our lives is the care we both
give our elderly Mothers, Ramadani's Mother
being 99 (Ms. Odessa) and my Mother being
80 (Ms Lorraine) their daily care is so
important to us.    Our Love of Travel and
Fashion, and being around our People, makes
it enjoyable times with the Festival at Sea
Family. A Family that we feel we are a part of.
We really appreciate Cruisin with an African
American Spin.

Our people have a unique sense of style, we
can look at patterns and colors, put them
together and Create beautiful  pieces, that's
what Black Fashion means to us! (Often
imitated never duplicated)

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Tell us about yourself:
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Ramadani Abdul Aziz

Annette Thomas

Boston, MA

Age: 65 & 51



Inspirational quote:

“Black fashion is a way to say who you are
without having to speak."

-Stefanie Reed-Keene & Taylar Keene

Tell us about yourself:

I was born and raised in the Bay Area and
grew up in Oakland, California. After
graduating high school, I attended and
graduated from Southern University and
Agricultural and Mechanical College located
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana where I obtained a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science. I
later attended and graduated from the
Southern University Law Center where I
obtained a Juris Doctor degree. My college
and legal education have led me into the
path of the strong desire to help people. I
have been a Deputy Probation Officer for the
past 20 years and I have had the wonderful
opportunity to assist both adults and youth
on their path to rehabilitation. One of my
greatest accomplishments is being mother to
my two beautiful daughters, Taylar, 24 and
Skylar, 13. My daughter Taylar is a 2018
graduate of Dillard University in New Orleans,
Louisiana and currently attends Loyola
University of New Orleans where she is
pursuing a Master’s Degree in Clinical Mental
Health Counseling. 

We believe that black fashion is literally one
of the main lifelines Black Americans have
that connects us with our culture. It
represents beauty, respect and intention. A
specific piece of clothing can be a symbol for
an entire movement.

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Stefanie Reed-Keene

Taylar Keene

16
Stockton, CA & New Orleans, LA

Age: 52 & 24
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Inspirational quote:

Be as bold and bright as the beautiful
colors you wear, they'll see you even if

they don't want to."

– Sheree Wilson

I'm a beautiful brown skinned woman
from the Bay Area and a proud FAS baby
as I've been cruising since I was 12 years
old. I'm a certified zumba instructor and
love all things dance and fitness. Laughing
and smiling is everything! Either I'm trying
to make you do it or I'm doing it all the
time. Family and friends mean the world
to me. If you know me, you know I'm
passionate and loyal to those close to me.
Live, love, and laugh through life.

Tell us about yourself:

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Black fashion to me is anything anyone
wants it to be. It is beautiful always; the
colors have a representation of royalty
and culture. Black fashion can be ready-
to-wear and couture all in one show, and
still be cohesive. Black fashion is pride.

Sheree Wilson

17
Richmond, CA

Age: 40



Alvin and Yvonne met 30 years ago when
Alvin followed Yvonne from the gas station
as she headed to the local college where
she was studying to become a nurse  (Alvin
will tell you that I followed him LOL). Alvin
told me on our second date that he was
going to marry me and 2-years later...he did.
The Louisiana native and this California girl
were wed on July 11th, 1997 and we’ve
been best friends ever since. Together we
have a son, Ryan, 23. Our favorite vacation
is ‘cruising’ (it really doesn’t matter where it’s
going). We cruised for our honeymoon and
with various cruise lines upwards of 20
times since. Festival at Sea (with Celebrity)
was and is hands down, the best. The black
experience blows the competition out of
the water and we can’t wait to sail for the
3rd time with FAS.

Tell us about yourself:

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

We look forward to the amazing moments
in our lives that are more special because
we get to step into fashions that speak to
who we are, where we’ve come from and
what we value.   There is that second...that
minute, when you look into the mirror and it
reflects everything you saw in your mind’s
eye and then some. I am moved by
vibrant  hues that wrap, drape, spill and
gather, meet up with body adornment and
ornamentation to  fill me with joy and pass
on the unmatched pride of my culture.To
me, Black fashion announces the
exquisiteness of our ethnicity and traditions.

"Elegance is the beauty that never fades." 

– Audrey Hepburn

Inspirational quote:
Alvin Battiste Jr.

Yvonne Battiste

18
Carson, CA

Age: 59 & 54



19
Rancho Cucamonga,CA

Age: 60

"You’re the sun, the moon, the wind and
the rain, You are what you wear."

– Kem Morris

Inspirational quote:

Tell us about yourself:

I was born and grew up in Waco Texas. I
currently live in Rancho Cucamonga,
California. I have lived in California for thirty
two years. I am a mother of two sons and a
grandmother of four. I have a B.A. in
Sociology/Social Work, and a M.S. in
Education/ Special Education Credential 4-12. I
am officially a retired school teacher. I taught
high school economics, government, and
history. My passion is helping, motivating,
uplifting and encouraging others, especially
our young adults. I am very outgoing and
enjoy cruising, traveling and spending time
with my family especially my grandchildren. My
hobbies are reading, dancing, photography
and voluntering. My favorite quote is Live your
life, Laugh a lot and Love everyone!

Black Fashion is a bold statement of Royal
Kings and Queens. African garb is unity and
is represented in ceremonial celebrations. It
is just as important as jumping the broom is
in weddings, it solidifies who we are and
what our ancestors represent.

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Kem Morris
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Inspirational quote:

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works and glorify

your Father in heaven." 

– Matthew 5:16

Tell us about yourself:

I am a Pennsylvania native that resides in
Maryland. I come from a big family and
loving them is an important part of who I
am. I work hard, play hard, and don't mind
traveling. I'm a fun, loving, happy person
with a bubbly personality. I gravitate to
those who are similar. Not a singer but love
to karaoke, dance, and I even have hidden
talents. I should have been in Hollywood. I
enjoy making fond memories with family
and friends. I'm into wealth building and
learning new things.

Black fashion to me is being eccentric,
trend-setting, daring, bold, unapologetic,
confident and celebrating God! Our
culture and fashion set the trend for sure.
Black fashion makes use of all the colors
of the rainbow. The ensembles and
patterns of black fashion are breathtaking.
Whether classic or contemporary, when
dressed up, I magically transform into a
braver and bolder version of myself.

What does black fashion 
mean to you?

Tracey Pope

20
Upper Marlboro, NY

Age: 55



Fashion Week at Sea
Fashion Slide-Show

Click the Red Button Above

WANT TO CATCH UP ON PREVIOUS FASHION WEEK AT SEA RUNWAY SHOWS? 

CLICK EACH RED BUTTON BELOW!

2019, Part 1 2019, Part 2 2019, Part 3

https://youtu.be/tedllJv8VpE
https://youtu.be/aj_VUW6P8CE
https://youtu.be/9Wa4t2FWH_8
https://youtu.be/eHSJphdWICU


CASTING
CALL

FASHION WEEK AT SEA MAGAZINE

Want to be featured in our next magazine in 2021? 

Click the button below to send us a photo!
 

Selected applicants who attend Festival at Sea 2021 will get a private photoshoot onboard.

SUBMIT A PHOTO

https://www.dropbox.com/request/dqOFCSJZCoKARLDLMBlZ
https://www.dropbox.com/request/dqOFCSJZCoKARLDLMBlZ


BLUE WORLD TRAVEL

CONTACT US
MARKETING@BLUEWORLDTRAVEL.COM | 800-466-2719 | FESTIVALATSEA.COM

@FESTIVALATSEA |  FESTIVAL AT SEA | @FESTIVALATSEA


